OIA expedite

“Rest assured” when OIA Expedite handles your
critical and day-definite shipments.

Managing supply chain variability and complexity as fast and
efficiently as possible often demands a premium-level, day-definite
service. It requires a team of logisticians that can orchestrate a
response plan, mobilize transportation resources, then execute at
the drop of a dime. Enter OIA Expedite.
OIA’s “control tower” approach utilizes a dedicated team that
oversees your expedited shipments, synchronizing the right service
providers to get the job done on-time. Partnering with airlines,
cartage and linehaul providers, and motor freight carriers

spanning North America and beyond, OIA Expedite analyzes
least cost/best routings, and develops the right time-definite
solution.
Part of the challenge is understanding shipper and consignee
need and deploying an appropriate mode combination with
speed, security, and economy in mind – whether that means using
day-definite truckload or less-than-truckload to reduce costs by
optimizing market capacity or putting an urgent shipment on the
next flight out.

OIA expedite

“When you need it yesterday” turn to OIA Expedite.
OIA can manage your one-off expedited
parcel and freight needs or design a
comprehensive response plan that is
tailored to you and your customer’s needs.
From Alaska to Hawaii and most points
between, next flight out or deferred, put
your trust in a service provider that can craft
solutions to meet your unique transportation
and logistics needs.

Coverage

Services

Lower 48
(United States)

• Day Definite

• Alaska
• Canada
• Guam
• Hawaii
• Puerto Rico

• Overnight
• Second Day
• Next Flight Out (NFO)
• Hot Shot Trucks
• Economy/Deferred
• Less than Truckload
• Full Truckload
• Trade Show

OIA brings more than two decades of
delivering transportation, supply chain
management, and creative packaging
solutions to 21st-century challenges.
When customer satisfaction and success is on
the line, there’s no substitute for experience.
Through a dedicated staff of skilled professionals
and an extensive presence in more than 75
countries, OIA provides a broad portfolio of
innovative solutions including:
logistics services
Multi-modal
Transportation
OIA expedite
Customs
Brokerage
Warehousing &
Distribution
Global Sourcing

CONTACT US
1-855-SHIP EXPD
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